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Easy to understand and simple to use, Student Workbook for Modern Dental Assisting, 10th Edition,

provides the best review and practice available in workbook form for mastering core dental assisting

skills. Doni Bird and Debbie Robinson offer chapter-by-chapter practice questions and exercises,

competency skill sheets, flashcards, procedure reviews, and case studies to help you master the

content in your textbook. Itâ€™s essential in helping you master the skills you need for clinical

success.Comprehensive practice exercises for each chapter (short answer, fill-in-the-blank, and

multiple-choice questions and labeling exercises) help you master key terminology and important

concepts.  A multimedia review section refers you to relevant procedure videos on the textâ€™s

Multimedia Procedures DVD to visually reinforce your understanding of chapter content. Patient

case exercises section directs you to patient information on the companion Evolve websiteâ€™s

Interactive Dental Office, including related medical and dental histories, radiographs, and charting

information to will help you answer questions that reinforce chapter content and help you develop

clinical decision-making skills. Competency skill sheets provide clear guidelines for each skill and

help you evaluate your strengths and weaknesses in performing procedural skills. Pages are also

perforated so that you can remove individual skill sheets and take them with you. Tear-out

flashcards summarize key information about the sciences, medical emergencies, infection control,

radiography, dental materials, dental instruments, and dental procedures for convenient, portable

review of key information necessary to prepare for examinations. Brief case scenarios with

accompanying questions challenge you to apply key clinical concepts and prepare you for real world

practice. Competency skills checklists are provided for all procedures new to the textbook, including

use of the caries detection device, applying fluoride varnish, taking a patientâ€™s pulse oximetry

and ECG, performing intraoral and extraoral photography, and performing radiography with digital

sensors and phosphor storage plates. Patient form activities offer valuable practice filling out blank

patient forms that are essential to todayâ€™s dental office.
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my school did not require this workbook for the Dental Assisting Program, but I had heard from

another student who actually purchased this by mistake what a great tool it is. modern dental

assisting is a text book that I am using in multiple classes, so this workbook has been a great asset

for all of those exams. the price has gone up since I purchased it, so shop around, but it's worth

every penny if you want to do well!

I want to be retrained as a dental assistant with the course starting in October, 2013. I wanted to

review a few topics before I started. So I decided to order this workbook. When I received it, I

opened the shrink wrap only to learn that there was no answer key to the questions. I do not have

the textbook and I have no plans to buy it. It states in the front of the book that the instructor has the

answers to the questions in the instructor's edition. This should be stated in the description so that

one will know, before purchasing it, that you also need the textbook. I cannot afford the textbook. I

am debating whether I will return it as I opened the shrink wrap already. I was hoping that this book

would have been a useful tool in reviewing and studying before I started my coursework. A

disappointment to say the least.

This is really a great book. It gives all the detailed information on assisting works a dental office

needed. Highly recommended by ATOMO Dental, an awarding winning dental supplies company in

CA. We try to send this book to our customers as a gift.

The book is very helpful when studying for tests in my Dental Assisting class. I have also noticed

that my teacher will usually pull a few test questions from the book to put on some of the tests that is

given in my classes. The book is definately an asset to have if you are in a dental assisting program.

ok condition. product was NOT as described. Listing said no writing, but upon arrival was half filled

out in ink pen that isn't erasable. Not good for someone needing to learn and needing to turn it in as



homework with someone elses handwriting. Seller offered to refund but it took so long in receiving it

i needed it for class and there wasn't an additional month to get another one,

This book was recommended by my Dental Assisting Instructor. So much information clearly

displayed and explained. Love the book, fast delivery and the best price by far. Thank You....

The book was new just as advertised. It arrived quickly and in perfect condition. Using the book

helps to review the things we learned in class at home.

Excellent book for my studies.No issues so far with my coursework and studies after using this

book.A definite asset for any student.
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